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SOAR 1997/98 Executive Summary

Executive Summary

Overview

TheSupport Office forAerogeophysical Research (SOAR) is a facility of theNational Science

Foundation'sOffice of Polar Programs whosemission is to make airborne geophysical

observations available to the broad researchcommunityof geology, glaciology and other

sciences.

This facility grewout of science programs funded by the National ScienceFoundation

beginning in 1989. The instrumented aircraft presently usedby SOARwas also usedfor the

sitesurvey at theTaylor Dome drill siteandto collect ice thickness dataacross the West

Antarctic ice streams. The supportof thesescience programs and the increasingnumber of

requests for access to an aircraftled to the concept of an aerogeophysical facility.

SOAR is a multi-institutional facility. The institutions with major responsibilities are the

Institute for Geophysics at the University of Texasat Austin, Lamont-Doherty Earth

Observatory of ColumbiaUniversity, and the Geophysics Branch of the U.S. Geological

Survey. The central office of the SOAR facility is located in Austin.

This report summarizes the 1997/98 goalsand accomplishments of the SOAR facility, its

fourth year of operation, and future facility plans.

History

SOAR was chartered on August 1,1994 via a cooperative agreement between the National

Science Foundation and the University of Texas at Austin. The facility goal stated in the

agreement is to "develop, maintain and operate a suite of geophysical systems aboard a Twin

Otter Aircraft in support of research in Antarcticafor five years."

In 1994, SOAR assembled a staff, designed the laboratory areas and deployed personnel and

equipment for a thirty-twoflight survey 1994/95 field season based out of Byrd Surface Camp.

The primary science project supportedwas a collaborative aerogeophysics program of the

University of Texas Institute for Geophysics,Lamont-DohertyEarth Observatory and the

United States Geological Survey (CASERTZ/WAIS) over the West Antarctic Ice Sheet. The
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dataacquired during the 1994/95 season also included thepreliminary siteselection information

for thedeep icecoring siteat theWest Antarctic icedivide. For the 1995/96 fieldseason,
SOAR completed a successful eighty-eight flight operation again basedat ByrdSurface Camp.

Thescience projects supported were theCASERTZ/WAIS aerogeophysics program and the
glaciology program of theUniversity ofWisconsin (UW). For the 1996/97 field season SOAR

conducted a 58 flightfieldseason completing boththe CASERTZ/WAIS and the UW

'm programs. Some preliminary testdataforTheOhio State University's Ice SheetVolume study

were also acquired. Details of thegoals, accomplishments, finances andtimetables of thefirst

rp three field seasons can be found in the respective SOAR Annual Reports.

Fourth Year Review

Operations and Experiments

The overallexperimental goal of SOARis to meet the scientific needs of its client science

projects extending frominitial proposal planning through detailed experiment design, data

acquisition (field operations), andfinally datamanagement (datadistribution, archiving and

reduction). This year SOAR worked with investigators from six institutions who developed

five proposals submitted to NSFfor the June 1,1997 andJanuary 15,1998 deadlines. Of

these five proposals, one now is slated to be flown by SOAR in 1999/00.

For the 1997/98 field season, investigatorsassociated with the five science projects included:

Ian Whillans, Beata Csatho and C. van der Veen of The Ohio State University; D.D.

Blankenship of UTIG; Bruce Luyendykof the University of California,Santa Barbara;

r ChristineSiddowayof ColoradoCollege; R. Bindschadler of NASA/Goddard; and R. Bell

*• andW.R. Buckof Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory. SOAR worked with these
— investigators to refine and finalize the experimentdesign for each of the science projects (see

Figure 1).

In supportof these five scienceprojects, a primary flight target of 56 flights with a bonus goal

of 23 flights was planned for the 1997/98 field season (see Table A.l). Thirty-six survey

flights were completed in support of these five science projects (see Table A.2). The reduction

in the number of flights resulted from a range of factors including weather, inefficiencies

m associated with operating from a main base with two distant satellite bases, and some issues

L associated with support at Downstream B. Inefficiencies associated with the use oftwo
pi satellite bases included 25 transit flights, comprising more than 30% of the SOAR flights
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documented in the Flight Summary Table (Table A.3). The percentageof planned transects

completed for each project (Table A.2) ranged from 97% for the WAG project (Bindschadler),

to 6% for the TAM project (Bell, Buck, and Blankenship).

Technology

The technical goal of the facility is to prepare, configure and operate the geophysical and

positioning systems aboardthe survey aircraft to obtain the highest quality observations

consistent with simultaneous operation of these systems. The geophysical instrument suite

consists of a gravity meter, magnetometer, laser altimeter, and ice-penetrating radar. Various

improvements were made to the aircraft and ground systems since the 1996/97 field season.

Achievements this year included development of a single portablebase station, acquisition of a

computational framework fordata reduction anddistribution, acquisition and installation of a

new cesium magnetometer system, formulating specifications for the coherent radar system in

close collaboration with JPL, fabrication of a DigitalAcquisition Interface to replace the unit

providedby Kenn Borek Air, Ltd., upgrading equipmentand porting software to improve the

efficiencies of the download and QC process,acquisitionof critical spaces for the DGPS and

GLONASS/GPS systems, and enhancing the integration of QC between the aircraft, satellite

bases, andmain base.The principle repair andrefurbishment targetwas the purchase of new

laptops for base station operations, and factory evaluation and repair of the proton precession

magnetometers.

Logistics

The SOAR facility has large and diverse logistical requirements. In handling these, SOAR was

assisted by several organizations. The majorneedsandassisting organizations were:

• Aircraft Support - operation and maintenance of theTwin Otter surveyaircraft. Aircraft

andservices were contracted by Antarctic Support Associates (ASA) from Kenn Borek Air,

Ltd.

• FieldSupport- providedby ASA on-siteat Siple Dome andDownstreamB.

• Scientific EquipmentSupport~ the airborne gravity meter was suppliedby the Naval

Oceanographic Office (NAVOCEANO).
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l • Cargo Support ~ provided by a variety of groups involved in the transport of SOAR

m equipment coordinated by LeeDegalen for theNSF atPort Hueneme, California.

To meet its aircraft support needs, SOAR requires exclusive use of the specially configured
psi

Twin Otter from thebeginning of instrument installation to theconclusion of flight operations.

Field preparation of the aircraft required 22 days this season, including seven test flights prior
m to regular survey flying. With the exception ofreceiving corrections for differential GPS, the

aircraft and its subsystems critical to SOAR functioned welland were veryreliable.

Field support consists of services provided principally for operation of the field camp. A
special SOAR requirement isvoice and data communications with North America. Low
bandwidth communications were successfully established early in the season. This

communications link proved inadequate tosupport transmittal of data toNorth America for
remote QC review butwas adequate for voice and e-mail. The field camp and other field
support proceeded smoothly throughout the season at Siple Dome. Delays inthe opening of

p Downstream B and subsequent difficulties tothe ground support for the Twin Otter resulted in

delays and lost flights.

External support supplying the gravity meter has been required due tothe expense of this
- instrument. The gravity meter, aBell Aerospace BGM-3, was supplied by NAVOCEANO.

UNAVCO provided precise surveying of anumber of critical points early inthe field season.

(pi

Because of theneed to transport acomplete systems integration laboratory, acomputing

facility, and the equipment necessary to operate the survey aircraft, SOAR requires alarge
m amount of cargo. A total of 16,670 pounds of cargo was transported to Antarctica in ten

shipments plus four pieces ofhandcarry. The shipping effort went very well this season with
p all items arriving as needed. The gravity meter had special requirements, including an escort.

Again this year the gravity meter and its SOAR escort experienced significant complications
. and delays during shipment.

Personnel
SB

The core staff of SOAR consists of two directors, a technical coordinator, a science

coordinator, a research engineer, an installation engineer, a senior systems analyst, a systems

m analyst, and an administrative associate. SOAR experienced significant personnel turnover this
year. Specifically, both Tom Richter, Technical Coordinator from (1995 - May 1997) and Jeff

F> Williams (Science coordinator from 1994 - June 1997; Technical Coordinator from June 1997 -

pi
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March 1998) left SOAR for non-academic jobs. A new Science Coordinator, Sammantha
Magsino, and a new Research Engineer, Ryan Biggs, were hired in the Fall of 1997.

Three additional people were temporarily hired for field deployment, and a fourth person was
supplied by the United States Geological Survey. Expedition Computing Services (ECS), the
field computing subcontractor, provided QC and data archival products inthe field with astaff
of four, including twosenior systems analysts andtwo systems analysts.

OversightCommittee

The SOAR oversight committee was formed in 1995 and consists offive members of the
geophysical and glaciologic communities. The oversight committee did not meet during the
1997-98 year. Inthe place of the oversight committee, the Three Year NSF review was
conducted inWashington. The three person panel conducted anintensive three year review of
SOAR activities and provided NSF with a review ofSOAR's activities and a summary of

future recommendations.

Finances

Expenditures for SOAR during its fourth year (May 1,1997 toApril 30,1998) are estimated to
be $1009K. This compares to $1181K budgeted. The difference is due to a lower expenditure
of salaries associatedwith the turnoverof personnel, and savings incurred in the permanent

equipment and other-direct-cost line items.

Future Plans

This section reviews issuesandplansfor SOAR in the upcoming years. Each general topic is

fully described in the respective appendices.

Operations and Experiments

Theobjective forSOAR for the 1998/99 field season is to acquire datafor twoearth science
programs: theFord Ranges Program inMarie Byrd Land for investigators from theUniversity
of California at Santa Barbara and Colorado College; and the Pensacola-Pole corridor of the

Transantarctic Mountains Programfor investigators at Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory and

University of Texasat Austin. FigureA.1 is a mapshowing the 1998/99 survey targets (see

also Table A.4). A fixed periodof timewillbe dedicated to each of the two earth science

projects. The aircraft willbe configured at Siple Dome. Aftertest flights arecomplete,
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operations willmoveto South Pole Station, with South Pole operating as theSOAR main base
and Downstream B functioning asa satellite base. In mid-December, flight operations will be

moved to Siple Dome, with Siple Dome becoming themain base of operations, and theFord
Ranges Camp serving as a satellite base. It is anticipated that up to eighty-three flights will be

required with field operations beginning in late October and extending through late-January.

Sixteen SOAR personnel and two aircrews willbe required to support this work. Five projects

are tentatively scheduled for the 1999/00 field season (seeTable A.4).

SOAR will continuethe reduction of data asrequested by the proposals. The datadistribution

target date is August 1,1998 for theraw data sets required by someinvestigators, and

November 1,1998 forthe reduced data products required by other investigators (see Table

A.5). SOAR is targeting completion of thereduced data products for the 1998/99 field season

by the six month post-flight-operations deadline of August 1,1999.

Technology

Becauseof the increased scopeof SOAR's tasking, upgrades are plannedfor the data

acquisition systemand laboratory computer facilities aswellas for the geophysical and

navigation instrumentation. These improvements include: enhanced QCatthesatellite bases in

recognition of the insufficient levelof QCcurrently performed atthe satellites, improved

portable baserecording systems to enable efficient transitions between operational areas,

acquisition of a spare cesiummagnetometer, continuation of the effortsto developa coherent

radar in conjunction with JPL, completion of the spare for the Digital Avionics Interface,

assessment of the short-comings in the real-time precisenavigation system observed last

season, undertakingof a significantrevamping of the QC software, updating of the QNX

operating system for data acquisition, installation of a functional aircraft intercom system for

the passenger compartment, workingwith KennBorek Air to design a complete suite of spare

radar antennasand struts, and investing in satelUte telephone technology for the instances when

radiocommunications aredifficult. Majorrepair/refurbishment targets include continuing

replacement of the aging laptops andacquisition of a spare time-code generator.

Logistics

Future plans for SOAR logistics are guided by the desire to enhance existing arrangements and

support new SOAR requirements.

Important items planned for aircraft support are the early field arrival of the survey aircraft next

season, sufficient staffing and supportequipment for aircraft operations away from the main
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base for up to seventy-two hours, the use of two aircrews, modification of spare antennas into

an operational spare system, assistance in evaluating the high-frequency receivers aboard the

Twin-Otter which receive DGPS corrections, the installation of a satellite telephone and

assistance in the development of a SOAR safety proceduresmanual.

The plans for field support include early field arrival, main base operations from both South

Pole Station and Siple Dome, satellitebase operations at Downstream B and Ford Ranges, and

ATS (or better) voice and 10 Mbyte/day datacommunications.

Fortechnical support, the BGM-3 gravity meterwill again be needed. Cargo requirements this

yearshouldbe about the same as lastyear, but with a more stable plan for gravitymeter

transport.

Personnel

Personnel targets this year include filling theTechnical Coordinator position andanexpansion

m in personnel to enable the implementation of arobust field rotation plan. SOAR plans to

*• increase the core staff by a systems analyst anda research engineer. To accommodate the

IP anticipated departure within this fiscal year of the existing senior systems analyst and the
research engineer, we plan on hiring two systems analysts andtwo research engineers to

provide continuity and a smooth transition.
pi

Finances

P SOAR planned expenditures ($1257K) for the coming year are anticipated to be approximately
the same level as requested in the 1996/97 Annual Report. The 100K increase overthe 97/98

^ expenditures is principally accounted for by the increased personnel costs this year balanced
somewhat by the anticipated termination of the ECS contract. Other expenditures should be in

IP line with the 1997/98 expenditures. Some residual funds (approximately $172K) associated
with unspent salaries and hardware expenditures reduce the requested amount this year to

approximately $1085K.

CooperativeAgreement

P A one-year extension to the current Cooperative Agreement must be established to complete the
work currently scheduled for the 1999/00 field season.
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